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e tember 26 2016 Established in 1907, South Carolina's oldest college newspaper roars for Clemson. 
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STAFF EDITORIAL 
A piece expressing the view of 
the Tiger Newspaper 
True liberty demands 
transparency: on CUSG 
executive sessions 
We as a people can members of the public are 
learn from the Virginia prohibited from sitting in on 
Constitutional Convention an official Senate meeting. 
of 1788 the paramount Executive sessions under 
importance of transparency open meeting laws are to 
in our governing bodies , be carried out for issues 
As delegates amassed to of personnel only. To hold 
ratify the United States executive sessions under any 
Constitution, drafred the other circumstances is to bar 
11 Proud to be premature" 
previous year, Patrick Henry the public from their right 
argued that "the liberties of to participate and witnessTigersfor Babiesfundraiser supports March the people never were, nor the official functions of the 
ever will be, secure, when bodies that govern them.ofDimes on Clemson's campus the transactions of their CUSG makes real, 
rulers may be concealed from impactful decisions on thisKatie McCarthy your questions; they have second grader, will also be in that the experience was 
them." campus. It's the right of theCopy Editor therapists lined up to work attendance. "rewarding." 
This contention between public to bear wirness to their with you and your child in "She's still the smallest "She's little, as an ambassador 
concealment and the liberry actions,
When Finn Brookover the NICU. And then when in her class," Corey said, "but child [for March of Dimes], of the people has remained at The ethical impact of 
was born nine weeks early, you go home, they sort of tough." she can [be) celebrating that," 
the forefront of U .S. political barring the public from
she weighed 2lbs, 10 oz., was coordinate the home health," The family also said Corey, "She was proud to conversations, especially as parts of CUSG's functions 
only 15 .5 inches long, and said Corey, "They make a participated in the March for be premature... and say, see, we struggle to decide what is jarring. Secrecy and
had to spend four months in difference. They really do." Babies-the Pickens March look how far I've come." the government may hide concealment should never
the NICU. November 13 will mark of Dimes walk-last spring. To learn more about or from us and what it may not , be governing principles for
"They were telling us the fourth annual "Tigers Corey said her second grader to register for the event, go
" ,, The Freedom of a public body. Allowing a .she would probably be born for Babies" fundraising who can out run everyone to www.marchforbabies.org/ Information Act, passed in public body the right to
with no chance of survival," event for March of Dimes. loved hosting the walk and event/rigersforbabies. 1966 and reformed several hide any part of their
said Corey Brookover, Finn's The day will consist of a 5k times over the following meeting from the student
mother, "So you're just kind run ,through the Clemson decades (most recently in body not only creates a
of in survival mode." Universiry campus starting 2010), exists to ensure that culture of concealment, but 
Corey and her husband, and ending at the Esso the citizens governed are one of distrust from the
Dr. Bob Brookover, both Club. Although Tigers for privy to the actions of the people towards that body.
professors at Clemson Babies has been four-years­ bodies that govern chem, Choosing to close your doors
Universiry, are one of many running, this is the first It ·is the right of the to the public demonstrates 
South Carolina families time it will be hosted on the people to have access to only that you have something 
that have had to deal with Clemson campus. government meetings and ·worth hiding.
the stress that accompanies "Tigers for Babies is an documents, not only to hold A discussion on the 
premature birth. event each fall where Clemson governments accountable, subject of Dabo Swinney's
According to March of Universiry students as well as but because the government's recent comments on race
Dimes research, 1 in 9 the local communiry have the business is the people's relations is not an acceptable
South Carolina births are opportuniry to help provide business. The people are reason for the closure of
born premature, which a fighting chance for every the very foundation of our a public meeting. When 
means 1 in 9 South Carolina baby," said Katherine Peden, democracy, and ensuring CUSG chooses to discuss 
babies are born weak and a Clemson graduate who their access to information this matter in an official 
at increased risk of health works as a developmental from all publicly-funded meeting, every senator . is
defects. specialist for March of agencies is the goal of the acting as a representative
Corey said during Dimes. "The funds we raise at Freedom of Information Act of the student body. To
their time in survival mode, these events directly benefit and of Open Meeting laws, hide or shelter their
the lifeline for her and her the member[s) of Pickens which are delineated in the opinions from that student
husband was non-profit Counry as well. These are all South Carolina Code of body is not only unethical
organization, March of opportunities to raise funds Laws. but irresponsible. Ir takes
Dimes. March of Dimes and awareness of our urgent The protection of liberry away the right of the 
works to improve th1e mission." is the goal not only of these student body to hold their
health of families and their Peden said the 5k will laws, but of newspapers senators accountable.
babies through research and also feature an Esso Club who are emboldened by What they say on a subject
local communiry outreach. sponsored Awards Tailgate the words of our founding like Swinney's comments 
Their mission is to prevent for all runners with free food, fathers to hold their could influence voting in
infant birth defects and drinks and music. government accountable at the next election, which
mortaliry and expand access Also featured at the 5k every level. These are the is where the student body
to prenatal care as well as will be the Brookovers, journalists who sit in on demonstrates their opinion
educate healthcare providers who serve as the March for ciry council meetings, on most clearly. Concealing
and mothers. Dimes ambassador family Finn Brookover is pictured with her parents, at birth Board of Trustees meetings these opinions from
"They're with you in in the Clemson area. Finn, and now as a second grader. She and her family are the and who request documents, students takes away their
the NICU. They answer all now a healthy, "spunky" local ambassadors for the March of Dimes. write stories and demand right to choose who 
accountabiliry. represents them. 
As a newspaper, the Every student has theStudents return to the site oflastyear's freedom of information is right, by law, to witness 
our guiding principle. CUSG's meetingsStudents at Sikes: protestfor a conversation about race and to That is why The Tiger request documents on their 
relations rakes issue with the actions business , Every student has 
and justifications of our the right, by law, to choose
Tessa Schwarze themselves, so people could encouraged to carry a strong returned to the Sikes Steps. Student Government, and to know who represents
News Editor to voice their concerns political voice and to vote. "The attitudes that were Clemson Undergraduate them in CUSG, Every
about the things that were "This wasn't a safe space, produced [during the sit­ Student Government falls student has the right, by law, 
happening, There are a lot of a safe space would have implies in] was something that our under South to CUSG accountableCarolina's hold 
They're back. things going on right now that that there is no danger, no risk, communiry was really yearning definition of a public body, as for their words and deeds,
Thursday marked the were weighing heavy on us as that there is no discomfort, to have back," . said Jones, it is an organization funded Choosing not to follow 
ClemsonFive's return to ~e coordinators, as social justice What we were aiming for "We decided to go back [to] in part or in whole by public these laws, even as CUSG 
steps of Sikes Hall. The ~ve adv~cates," said Jones, "We was rather the creation of a reestablish the positive attitude funds. They as a struggles to a way infunction find 
students, known for their could feel that weight," brave space, where you i;an and environment that is Sikes representation of the students which it does not qualify as a 
leadership in last spring's Sikes Jones mentioned severa_l assume, [through) discomfort Hall. of Clemson, a voice for the public body, is unethical and 
Sit-in, gathered with pie other n~tlonal issues that had been and taking risk; risk will reap Executive Director of the people, And accordingly, a disservice to the communiry
members of the Clemson on the minds of him and the reward, and discomfort will Gantt Multicultural Center they, like the Board of they represent,
communiry at noon to discuss other students. The Muslim reap learning." Altheia Richardson said that or the Faculry As communiryTrustees our 
national, even international women who had been set on Jones said afrer hearing the steps have become a Senate, are subject to the strives for excellence, we 
issues involving social injustice. fire in the streets in New York. updates about the Charlotte symbol of solidarity for Freedom of Information Act must understand that it is 
The Five wanted to create what The release ofBrockTurner, the protest, the Sikes sit-in students, especially for those and to Open Meeting laws. only through the utmost 
ClemsonFive Sherman Jo~es ex-Stanford student convicted coordinators made the decision that participated in the Sikes CUSG Senate, however, . adherence to law, to ethical 
calls a brave space for stude~J.ts. of rape. The Dallas protests, to regroup at Sikes at nine that Sit-in. is functioning as a private standards and to transparency
"We went back to S~es the Charlotte protests, and the morning. They sent out a flyer CONTINUES body in their exercise of that we will achieve 
so people could , express deaths involved. People were on twitter, and at twelve they onpageA4 executive sessions, where this excellence. 
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Clem,son launches new educational 
interpretation center to aid deafchildrenSIGN THEIR LANGUAGE in public schools 
Chris Edwards information between the a little bit of sign." This, and would require an ASL and help deaf students get a end of the interpretation," 
Contributor teacher, the deaf student Fitzmaurice explains, causes translator to translate quality education. The major Fitzmaurice said. "Because if 
and hearing students using deaf students to "keep falling everything that goes on in the focuses on conversation and the interpretation is skewed 
American Sign Language farther and farther behind in t classroom, from the lesson to "educational interpreting," they aren't getting the right 
When Stephen Fitzmaurice according to the language level he curriculum." any questions the child may Fitzmaurice explains. "So we information." 
was 12-years-old, a deaf child of the student. Clemson is one of only have. specifically train students to Professor Fitzmaurice has 
moved in next door to him. Clemson's Interpreting seven schools in the nation A problem arises here; in translate in public schools." high hopes for the center, saying 
"His parents were Program major is geared that has such a program and that there is what Professor Professor Fitzmaurice is he wants to "improve access, 
deaf, and their parents were toward teaching its the only university in the Fitzmaurice calls "a general also starting a new Educational improve outcomes for that 
deaf, and so we kind of students American Sign state that gives students a shortage of interpreters in all Interpreting Center in kid, because we can rest 
grew up together. And Language in order to four-year degree for ASL settings across the nation." Greenville that he hopes assured that the actual 
I just kind of got into ensure that deaf students translation. Public schools, as a result, will improve the quality of interpretation 1s going 
interpretation from that receive the highest quality When Clemson asked end up hiring translators interpreters already in the to be more active, more 
point on,"said Fitzmaurice. education possible. Professor Fitzmaurice to lead Fitzmaurice says are "less than workforce. This will provide consistent." He also thinks 
He went on to become an In South Carolina this program, he jumped stellar." a central location where that the program will spread 
educational interpreter and schools, "we have Deaf at the opportunity. He had This is the issue that Clemson faculty and staff a good message about 
in 2010 was hired to lead students who attend regular, been seeing a major flaw in Professor Fitzmaurice is will work on Clemson. His end goal is that 
Clemson's new "Interpreting mainstream general education most schools' efforts to attempting to address in this "improving the work "we can take Clemson's 
Program" major for classrooms . . .. [who] need help hearing-impaired s major program at Clemson. interpreter's skills," so that expertise and share it 
college students. an education interpreter," tudents. Most deaf children He wants students to leave students in the classroom across the state - that's hugely 
According to said Fitzmaurice, but due in this state attend "regular" Clemson with their four­ can achieve a higher quality important. I'm very excited 
classroominterpreting.com, to a national shortage of public school, and are year degree in ASL and wants education. ''All the work - it's going to be a great 
educational interpreters interpreters, end up with enrolled in classes just like their them to be able to go into we do is about the deaf new initiative and a really 
communicate classroom interpreters that "may know friends and fellow students any school in South Carolina students sitting at the awesome adventure." 
lnttri,11tert 
transtate for d11f 
stud1nts 
Brislan Bellamy 
Contributor 
What comes to mind 
when you hear "secret 
recipe"? You may be thinking 
along the lines of that sweet 
potato pie your grandmother 
makes at Thanksgiving, the 
one that no one else in the 
family can get quite right. 
Just like Nana keeping her 
kick of paprika confidential, 
in vitro fertilization, or IVF, 
companies are hoping to take 
their undisclosed ingredients 
to the grave as well. Culture 
media, the fluid that the 
embryo relies on during its 
growth period, varies from 
company to company. These 
I variations are proving to 
have a costly effect on the 
resulting babies. 
The embryo culture 
only lasts for three days, 
I however, this time period is 
critical. An article published 
earlier this month inI 
I.. 
• 
Science Daily reports that 
differences in culture media 
can have adverse effects 
through gestation, birth and 
possibly adulthood. Dr. John 
Dumoulin, an IVF expert 
at Maastricht University 
Medical Centre, conducted 
the first randomized 
controlled experiment to 
examine these effects more 
closely. 
The findings show that 
one culture media, given 
the name G5, produced a 
significantly lower birth 
weight in the resulting babies 
compared to the other group, 
HTF. However, the G5 
group had a greater number 
of viable embryos and a 
higher pregnancy rate. 
Therefore, it is difficult to 
draw a line as to which 
medium is the better option. 
There is reference to the 
Barker Hypothesis, which ties 
complications early in life, 
such as low birth weight, to 
larger health issues in middle 
age. If this holds true, the 
medium-induced low birth 
weight could manifest into 
hypertension, heart disease 
or diabetes. 
There are about 20 
different culture media for 
IVF available. Currently in 
the United States, the Food 
and Drug Administration 
must grant approval for the 
media. However, companies 
are not required to release the 
components of their media 
nor do they have to notify 
clinicians of any changes that 
are made to the composition. 
Scientists are pushing 
for uniform regulations 
requiring transparency from 
the media makers about 
the components in order 
to identify which ones are 
contributing to adverse 
effects. 
Is keeping the recipe 
under wraps worth harming 
a baby or contracting heart 
disease? Nana might not even 
think so. 
News Brief: Gantt Center 
celebrates new location with 
open house 
This week, Clemson celebrated the opening 
of the Harvey and Lucinda Gantt Multicultural 
Center's new and improved space. Previously 
housed in the University Union, the Gantt 
Center's lack of space and resources became 
one of the primary subjects of the Sikes Sit 
In, which began in April of 2016. Student 
protesters published a list of demands which 
included a new space for the Center that would 
serve as a central location and safe space for 
students of color to engage with each other. 
President Jim Clements and his leadership 
team commemorated the opening of this new 
space September 19, 2016 with an open 
house. The Director of the Multicultural Center, 
Altheia Richardson introduced staff members 
and graduate assistants and advised visitors 
to make use of all the space. 
The Center is now located on the third floor of 
Brackett Hall. 
f 
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IGNORANCE ISN'T BLISS: Panel discusses racial divide, keynote advocates education and self reliance 
Tessa Schwarze author and father, told audience on whether they yourself a purpose and own personal experience, I twitter to voice frustrations 
News Editor the audience that law "thought protests were dedicate yourself to that know." about "Ignorance 
enforcement was a efficient," and "why is it purpose, and make yourself Clemson University Isn't Bliss." 
brotherhood. that depending on the not dispensable." Chief of Police Hendricks "Clemson try again 
According to its flyer, "It's no different than different skin color, some The discussion panel also contributed to the this was not it!! #IGnoBliss 
the target of "Ignorance a fraternity . .. the mindset [shootings] receive so much featured answers from six discussion, detailing his was full of ignorance," said 
Isn't Bliss" was to address is that they're going to more priorities than othe.rs." members of the Clemson own feelings towards the user @kiddNAPPY. 
the recent shootings protect each other no The discussion community, asking how they national issue. Another user 
of black men by white matter what," said panel was led by were personally affected "When I see these things countered Walter-Reese's 
police officers. The Grace, whose father moderator Patrick Walter­ by the recent shootings on TV, it outrages me ... yes, urge for students to make 
keynote speaker, Derrick and grandfather were Reese, who started an in America. there is a brotherhood in law themselves "unshootable." 
D. Grace II, and panel both officers. educational consulting form Many of those on the enforcement," said Clemson "You brought someone 
discussion said they aimed "We've got to educate called ASPIRE. panel voiced concern for University Chief of Police to Clemson to tell me to 
to inspire Clemson to "come ourselves .. . We all think Walter-Reese said he their children. Eric Hendricks, "but I can be unshootable? Don't 
together, listen to each that police officers are recommended that people "I have a 12-year-old tell you one thing: we're not you think I attempt to do 
other, and provide bias - I'm not saying they focus on their Internet son who's already 5'11. above the law . . . no one is that on a daily basis?" said 
knowledge that may prevent aren't some bad ones. We image and "focus on the He's going to be a big kid. above the law." user @rockabyebaby. 
such senseless tragedies in need to build relationships, wins," so they can avoid a A big, black man. So that's Hendricks' comments In another tweet, the 
the future." The discussion and break down those wrong altercation with a one of the fears in terms were met with a roomful same user said "Let me be 
was hosted in Tillman on barriers between [black men police officer. of cops," said Clemson of applause. clear: This was #ignobliss 
Sunday. and law enforcement.]" "Make yourself Director of Major Gifts During and after the first stop on the college 
Grace, an entrepreneur, Grace questioned the unshootable give Patrick Sapp, "and from my event, students took to tour. Make it the last." 
The Panel: 
Traci Fant, Community Alex Grahowska, Clemson Eric Hendricks, Clemson 
Activist: Being an activist University Graduate University Police Chief: I 
third, a wife second, and a Student: I think this ihas started my career in Dallas. 
mother first, I worry on a something that has motivated One of the greatest things 
constant basis about my sons. me to learn. I was raised to they did for me was pur 
And when I see videos of believe that officers had my me on footpatrol in an area 
people doing what they're told best interest in mind and where people weren't like 
when they're stopped .... that that they were safe. It wasn't me. And I had my worldview 
makes me very fearful. until I got into institutions of challenged.. .And I can tell 
higher edycation that that was you that seeing these things 
challenged. outrages me. No one is above 
the law. 
Nicholaus Outen, Clemson 
Undergraduate Student: 
It hurts me to see (issues of 
police violence) because my 11How has the issue of racial divide between the public andgrandmother raised me with 
love. She raised us to love police affected you personally? 11 everyone. I see these issues of 
police violence and that could 
be me. I could be the person 
being shot 
Patrick Sapp, Father andTowanda Davidson, MotherTony Taylor, Anderson 
Director of Major Gifts atand Educator: I do have a son County Police Chief: As a 
Clemson: For me, I'm a father who is 24 and I have familylaw enforcement officer and 
first. I have a 12 year old sonthat are in law enforcementas an AfricanAmerican this 
and he's already 5'11 ". I fearon the ground in Charlotte.is a double negative. There is 
for him interacting with copsI want my son to come horn.racism even without our own 
because he will become a bigI want my husband to comecommunities, there is still that 
black man. It's also created ahome.plantation perspective. From a 
passion for me to be part oflaw enforcement perspective, 
the solution. we live in troubling times. 
I 
I 
I 
I.. 
• 
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YOUR MOMENTS ARE #CLEMSONMOMEN S. 
TAKE YOUR PORTRAITS SEPT. 19TH·30THI 
@TAPSVEARBOOK WWW.TAPSVEARBOOK.COM 
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SIKES from page Al 
"[These steps] created a 
sense of community where 
people of different sexes and 
backgrounds came together 
for a common cause," said 
Richardson, "They were 
trying to recreate that sense of 
solidarity that they had." 
Richardson also attended 
the conversation at Sikes 
Hall Thursday. The Gantt 
multicultural center had no 
involvement in putting the 
space together. 
"We heard that students 
were putting together a space 
to come together with each 
other and have an opportunity 
to share how what's 
happening internationally is 
impacting them ... and I really 
appreciate that it was student 
driven. It's great when these 
things happen organically 
from students." 
Richardson said that the 
multicultural center is always 
a good place for students to 
go and voice their concerns if 
they need to. 
"When our students 
hurt-we hurt," said 
Richardson, "They can talk 
to us, they can talk to each 
other. They can participate in 
our programs because there are 
multiple resources to provide 
that [brave] space." 
Jones suggested that 
if students begin to feel the 
pressures ~f current events, 
that a Sikes gathering is a 
decent solace. He said that the 
five would "most definitely" 
return, although he is unaware 
what the purpose could be. 
"It doesn't have to be [the 
core group] saying, 'Let's go 
back to Sikes' for people 
to go back to Sikes. The 
atmosphere that was 
created there is still there, 
it's still open, and if people 
feel like they want to go 
to Sikes and want to do 
their own thing, 
they should go ... 
it's a place to be heard, seen, 
and valued," said Jones. 
"Us a core group, we're 
definitely going to go back 
our there. Bur there's no 
telling when. 
GOT BLUE LIGHTS? 
.~ 
(}{JOOIJ• 
864-214-6233 
Personal Attention. Proven Results. 
Andrew Potter---Attorney at Law 
~riminal *DUI* Office of Access & Equity Defense 
atpotter@potterlawsc.com 
www.potterlawsc.com 
ATALE OF TWO 
We are aCle~son Family, we just need to act like it 
Graceyn Taylor 
Contributor 
In the last year, Clemson 
University has demonstrated 
many different views and 
opinions of varying race and 
culture. However, there were 
two different ways that the 
school's students chose to go 
about demonstrating these 
opinions. In a perfect world we 
would all hold hands and sing 
. Kumbaya in a circle. And pizza 
would be free. Unfortunately, 
people express their ignorant 
opinions through acts of hate, 
and pizza is sometimes hard to 
afford on a college student's 
budget. As I began reading 
this letter from The Tiger, I 
initially found it humorous. 
However, by the time I 
reached the conclusion of the 
piece I found it infuriating. 
Before I ring off my numerous 
opinions on statements that 
are found in this letter, let me 
lay out a few facts. 
On April 11, 2016, 
Clemson witnessed a 
historical event that took 
place on the steps of Sikes 
Hall. For nine days and nine 
nights, a large number of 
students and members of the 
Clemson community stood 
together in protest. Their 
main objective was to change 
Tillman Hall's name to Old 
Main. Some feel the name 
holds a racist connotation 
and these protestors felt 
the need to express this 
opinion. The author of this 
letter has expressed that 
there was no consequential 
action taken toward these 
students that chose to spread 
this communication. This 
statement supports the idea 
that the writer is simply going 
off of his opm10ns on this 
incident and not off of solid 
facts. If he cared to pick up a 
paper or read the news online, 
he would have seen that not 
one, not two, but five students 
were arrested for their protest. 
And I'd call that consequential 
action. The Clemson Five 
consists of five Clemson 
University students that 
decided to hold their ground, 
no matter the consequences. 
While sitting inside of Sikes 
Hall the students were warned 
that if they did not leave by 
closing time, then they would 
be arrested and charged for 
trespassing. I'd like to point 
out that these five students 
walked out of Sikes arrested 
and with trespassing charges. 
I'd also like to point out how 
convenient it was that the 
author of this letter specifically 
left this information out of 
his story. 
My true issue with this 
letter did not emerge until the 
author took it upon himself to 
label a university hate crime as 
a hoax. If you are unaware of 
the crime that was committed, 
let me share a short summary 
of the incident. On the 
banner representing Fort 
Hill, a commemoration of 
black history, hung a dump 
of bananas. This incident 
just coincidentally occurred 
as soon as word of the protest 
spread around campus. Or 
did it? To say that this action 
was not racially motivated is, 
in my opinion, completely 
ridiculous. Whoever decided 
to express this hate did so 
with malicious intent at the 
forefront of their mind. I 
refuse to believe that the 
bananas wandered up on 
that post for no reason. That 
student wanted a reaction,;,md 
they sure got one. Ifyou want 
to say that Clemson students 
are not racist, I think it'd be 
hard to prove after something 
like this. 
As far as my opinion 
on the comparison of the 
Sikes Hall incident to Robby 
Roberts' evangelical action, I 
am in complete disagreement. 
Roberts set up a lawn chair 
on private university property 
and encouraged students to 
take part in his prayer. Yes, 
Roberts was peaceful about 
his approach, and yes, his 
intentions were pure. But the 
fact of the matter was that 
Roberts was located where he 
should not have been. The only 
comparison that I can make 
between the two incidents 
was that the administration 
took action in both cases. 
The administration cannot 
be labeled as biased when 
they are fulfilling the duties 
of their job. You can support 
Roberts and his actions all that 
you want, but each situation 
is completely different. The 
protestors were expressing 
their First Amendment rights 
on the steps of their university, 
and Roberts was expressing his 
right to whine when he was 
too lazy to move to a correct 
location. Roberts was not 
denied his rights, he was asked 
to move. And that's where the 
difference lies. 
Although the main 
motive behind this original 
letter to the editor was 
intended to express how 
campus administrationwas 
bias, the real meaning seemed 
to hide between the lines. This 
letter was not written in protest 
of expression; this letter was 
written in protest of attention 
being placed on the minority. 
This is a hissy fit that revolves 
around the white race feeling 
as if their "problems" are not 
being heard. Unfortunately 
for the author of this letter, 
this is one issue that the white 
privilege cannot win. These 
people were supporting their 
history and expressing the 
pain that they feel in context 
to their university. As a white 
female, who am I to say that 
they should not feel that way? 
I simply cannot relate or put 
myself in their shoes. Agree 
with them or disagree with 
them, but do not target them 
for saying how they feel. So as 
the author states, "The idea 
of 'One Clemson is a myth." 
And I will not disagree. We 
are not "One Clemson," but 
we sure as hell could be. Let 
the media highlight Clemson 
University. Let them see that 
we have the backbone to stand 
up for what is right. Let them 
see that we will not conform to 
society's opinions on race and 
that we will not tolerate hate. 
It's time to put down your 
weapons and time to grasp 
each others' hands. If Roberts 
wanted us to pray with him 
then it's time to do just that. 
Let's pray that we become 
the university that I know we 
can be. This is Clemson and 
we ARE family. Now let's act 
like one. 
Forget 'too big to fail' 
ff'hy big banks are 'too big to m,anage' 
Parker Tilley 
Columnist 
The term "too big to fail" 
was coined back in 1984 by 
United States Congressman 
Stewart McKinney, however 
the term has gained a much 
more significant meaning 
since. Throughout the process 
of analyzing the financial crisis 
of 2008, several banks in the 
United States were determined 
to be "too big to fail," meaning 
that their sheer size meant 
that their destruction would 
destabalize the entire economy. 
The six banks in the 
United States that are 
considered by most to be too 
large are Bank of America, 
Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, 
JPMorgan Chase, Morgan 
Stanley, and Wells Fargo, the 
last of which has been under 
the microscope during the 
past few weeks. If you haven't 
heard, more than 5,300 
employees of Wells Fargo 
were fired over a five year span 
after creating nearly 2 million 
fake credit card accounts 
without consumer consent in 
order to meet sales targets and 
incentive packages. The bank 
was fined $185 million by the 
Consumer Finance Protection 
Bureau and several other 
agencies for the fraud. 
In an interview following 
the announcement of the 
incident, the Wells Fargo 
CEO John Stumpf said that 
"we claim accountability" 
for everything that has taken 
place. When asked if he 
would be resigning because 
of the fraudulent behaviors of 
what has long been one of the 
nation's most admired banks, 
his response was that it was 
best if he led the bank through 
this difficult time. 
The Senate Banking 
Committee, the group that 
interviewed the CEO, is spilt 
across the political spectrum. 
However, it was great to 
see legislators from both 
sides coming together 
to protect the American 
consumer. When it comes to 
situations like this, we must 
ask ourselves: if Wells Fargo 
"didn't know" that any of this 
was going on for an extended 
period of time, is it because 
management encouraged a 
culture that was poised to 
produce such a catastrophe, 
or was it that management 
couldn't possibly monitor 
such situations because the 
institution itself is too large? I 
think it could be both. 
The Senate Banking 
Committee raised great 
concerns. Wells Fargo has 
given us enough evidence that 
the largest of banks cannot 
handle themselves. It's great 
that John Stumpf has called 
for sales targets to be removed 
from the consumer sector, but 
chat doesn't fix the irresponsible 
damage that has been inflicted 
upon customers. It's fine 
and dandy that customers 
are being reimbursed for the 
money they lost, but this isn't 
an issue that will be swept 
under the rug. There isn't a rug 
large enough to hide an issue of 
this magnitude. 
The point has been 
brought up that a situation like 
this would not have taken place 
in a community bank. While I 
don't believe that we can ever 
completely escape occurrences 
of fraud (merely because 
every institution employs 
humans), a smaller bank 
would not have so many 
layers of management 
to clog and complicate 
the communications and 
transparency from top 
to bottom. 
Overall, the term "too 
big to fail" does not accurately 
describes the environment 
we find ourselves in at the 
moment. A better term would 
be "too big to manage". Sure, 
having banks so large that 
their very failure could leave 
another dent in the economy 
is a concern. But not being 
able to keep a pulse on what 
is happening in the farthest 
corners of the organization 
is an even greater concern. 
Having the ability to provide a 
wide spectrum ofproducts and 
services under one roof is ideal 
and convenient, but Senator 
Elizabeth Warren found an 
abundance ofevidence proving 
that the cross selling ofproducts 
was even more prevalent 
than executives would like to 
admit. It was found to have 
been part of their corporate 
strategy.The Wells Fargo 
leadership team forgets that 
their annual reports are always 
available for the public to dig 
up. And since the scandal has 
surfaced, multiple lower level 
employees have reported that 
they reported these behaviors 
to Human Resources, but 
the department failed to 
address them. 
What can we take away 
from this? There are several 
different points to consider. 
First, financial firms that seem 
too large to manage probably 
are. If the number of layers 
of management exceeds the 
number of floors in their 
headquarters, it's probably too 
large to govern effectively and 
still allow for transparency 
across the firm . Secondly, the 
testimony that John Stumpf 
provided demonstrates that 
Fortune 500 CEOs can be 
just as good at circumventing 
tough questions as politicians. 
The bank's top executive 
was hesitant to answer 
questions directly on just how 
accountable he held senior 
management, and frequently 
tried to cover up other 
questions by deferring them to 
the board to decide. 
Third, we should ask: 
how much do Fortune 500 
executives really care about 
their people? You can find just 
as many examples of C-suite 
employees advocating for, 
"team effort" as you can those 
that choose to duck when 
responsibility must be claimed. 
Wells Fargo is a great example of 
how senior management held 
the bottom tier accountable 
for what happened, but the 
responsibility seemed to fade 
somewhere in the middle. 
This brings us co a critical 
crossroad. The outcome of the 
Wells Fargo debacle will sec 
precedent for years to come, 
not only in banking but in 
how the highest executives are 
held accountable for what is 
happening at the very bottom 
of the totem pole. The essential 
question to take away is: are 
there more firms outside of 
banking that are experiencing 
devastating accounts of 
wrongdoing because they're 
too large to manage? 
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WITH CATRINA ATANDA 
Allison Danid TS: What's one of the best you guys just playing loose probably was Notre Dame so it's a good trade off. supporr group that comes every 
Sports Editor pieces of advice someone has and easy? last year. We won that one in single game, which is amazing, 
ever given you? Either about overtime and it was just a great TS: What do you hope, 20 and their loyalty is very 
soccer or about life in general. CA: I think we kind of have feeling and I loved it. I will years from now, your impact admirable. I think if someoneTiger Sports (TS): If I didn't 
some pressure since the definitely remember that game on this program will be? didn't know about Clemson at know anything about you 
CA: Probably just be myself. program continues to improve forever. all then they should know there coming into this interview, 
Sometimes it's difficult being everyday but we keep in the CA: Well I definitely hope for is a good team here playing and what would you want me to 
a student athlete and going to back of our minds that we TS: You do have a lot of this year that we can do well in we love to play and putting onknow when I walk away? 
practice and going to school, aren't going to focus too much talent, a lot of experience, the ACC tournament, maybe good performances for anyone 
you kind of get flustered and on what we have to do in the on this team but you also be champions, and then do that comes to watch. Catrina Atanda (CA): I'm 
lose yourself a little bit so it's long term and we are just have some new players. Is well in the NCM's. Go as farsarcastic, that's one thing. I 
just taking a deep breath and taking it one step at a time there any young player you as we can would be ideal of TS: So for the fans who dolike a team called Arsenal, it's 
enjoying every moment. It's and focusing on being in the think the fans should be on course. And then 20 years from show up, what is somethingmy favorite professional soccer 
what I've been taught to do moment. Every game matters. the lookout to have a great now I can say "Hey, we played you would like to tell them?team, and they're based in = 
since I was young. So enjoying We have goals, of course, to season and then to carry the in those games. We were in the England. A weird fact is that my 
the moment and being myself go as far as we can. Far in the reins next season when some ACC Tournament, we were CA: I would tell them they areright leg is bigger than my left 
are probably the biggest things. ACC tournament and the of this leadership is gone? in the NCAA Tourhament" definitdy the most passionateleg. It's always been that way, 
NCM's and just having that which is not an easy thing to and loyal group of peopleit's weird, not a lot of people 
TS: What's it like being a in the back of our minds is CA: Well definitely the do, not everr feam gets that that I might ever encounterknow that. 
student-athlete at a school good encouragement. freshmen are really good opportunity so if I can be a and the fact that some of them 
like Clemson where, not only additions to the team. All of part of that and leave that on have come to every singleTS: Where do you want to 
are the athletic expectations TS: Obviously that's the goal them bring something special this program as it continues game, like perfect attendance, play after you graduate? 
high, but the academic for the team but do you have in their own ways. Right now, to build in the years to they aren't just there to be 
expectations as well? any personal goals for this Julie [Mackin], she starts come, that would be a great watching. They are singingCA: I really would like to play 
season outside ofwinning? outside mid, she's one of our thing. I would be very proud or taunting the other team,anywhere. I mean, I definitely 
CA: Well, it's a good balance freshmen and she's done really of that. or encouraging us and I justwant to play professionally, 
for sure. A place like Clemson CA: Personal goal for me is just well in games and stepping love those kinds of peoplebut as of location I don't have 
gives so many opportunities to contribute to the game as in as a freshman and starting TS: On the flip side of that, and definitely appreciate their a preference. Wherever I can 
to do well in the classroom much as I can. I just want to is not an easy thing to do. I what do you hope to take support for sure.get really. 
as ~ell as on the field so I do what I'm supposed to do as think she's done a really great away from here, either 
think it is really imporrant. a midfielder and let the rest just job with that. And then the athletically or academically, TS: You've obviously played TS: So who or what was your 
They take it really seriously take care of itself. freshmen who come in the that you think is going to in some pretty big games here inspiration to play soccer? 
that: we are not just here to · game throughout the season, help you succeed later in life? at Oemson. What are thoseWhen did you start? 
be athletes but that the school TS: You've had tremendous every time they've come on the moments like leading 11p to 
side" is really important. I think success scoring goals, both field they've made an impact. CA: Well I think the biggest a kickofP.CA: Well I started when I was 
all the support we get from this year and last year, what's I think it's really good the thing I have taken away fromthree years old and my dad 
the coaching staff, academic that like, being a midfielder, freshmen are feeling confident being here, especially coming CA: It's kind of excitingplayed at UVA and so did my 
staff, all of that just keeps me not even a forward? What and feeling like they are a part from New Jersey and being because there is so muchuncle. They both made me 
sane and lets me get what I'm is it about this team that of this team just as much as the a 12 hour drive away from energy you feel around you.grow up playing soccer. I also 
supposed to do done. lets midfielders, and even seniors are. here, is that you are around Nerves and excitement, like ahave an older brother, he's a 
defenders, get involved in different kinds of people with mixture of thar. But, as soon year older than me, he went 
TS: Obviously, you guys are the scoring? TS: Do you and the other different backgrounds and stuff as the game kicks off and firsthere too, he just graduated in 
offto a great start this season seniors mentor them, help like that and you learn how to few minutes passes by, you find May, and he played soccer. I 
so how confident are you CA: Well it's definitely a huge them out? What do you guys cope with those people, and your groove of the game. had to play with his team and 
and the team for the rest of credit to my teammates for the do to help them, what kind be friends with those peoplethe boys since I was three. 
this season? goals because I don't score any of involvement do you have and stuff like that. I think TS: Is there anything else 
of those without them. I think with them? the big lesson learned is that you would like to add to letTS: With your dad and uncle 
CA: Yeah, we have had a just the connection that we all not everybody is the same people know about you orgoing to UVA, what was it 
good season so far so I think have and now that I'm a senior CA: Well we have something which is really cool and I love this team?about Clemson that brought 
that good starr is giving us and most the team is seniors, in our team called 'families' so meeting people all the time. I you here? 
momentum going forward. we've figured each other out like mini families of groups of love meeting different people. CA: Well for this team, I think 
We definitely feel confident in pretty much for the most part. four or five players. Each group That's something really unique that we are really focusedCA: Actually, I had never 
ourselves and every day, every So, just trusting each other has one freshman, at least, so about being here. this year more than ever in even known what Clemson 
practice, everyone is feeling when we have the ball and every week we will go out and my past three years. We are was. I knew they were ACC, 
good about themselves, and we stuff like that is really helpful do something. We'll go for ice TS: Fan support here is really determined to succeedobviously, my dad and uncle 
are getting better and growing and none of this is possible cream one day or we'll go have widely known, but for and play well and I just thinkplayed against Clemson, but 
as a team throughout the without them. dinner somewhere or we'll just someone who isn't familiar that every day that goes by,I definitely wanted to go to a 
season which is what we want. all come together and have a with the program or with our team is getting better,school that was decent in soccer 
We want our best soccer to be TS: Like you said, you're milkshake or do something soccer in general, what is and that's something that weand Eddie [Radwanski] was 
at the end and I think we are a senior now. Is there any like that. I think that's a good something you would like want to continue to happen.talking about rebuilding the 
well on our way there. particular moment or game way to bring the freshmen into them to know? We're going to make a goodprogram which is something 
that stands out to you that the culture of the team and run for the tournament thisthat I liked. And because my 
TS: With the success ofrecent you are going to remember get them feeling comforrable CA: I'd like them to know that year and hopefully make somedad and uncle played at UVA, 
years, is there any added 10 years down the road? around us. They all seem to be our games are maybe more people proud, and ourselvesI definitely wanted to play in 
pressure to this team to doing really well here and they interesting than they might proud too, because I think wethe ACC too, just keeping it in 
keep those levels high or are CA: Yes. Favorite game love it and we love having them think. I mean, we do have a deserve it. the family. 
I 
COACHES SPOTLIGHT: DANNY FORD 
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Interview by Cole Little / / ·Senior Steff Writer· 
Tiger Sports (TS): Lo11isville what he can do after teams team has so much talent. DR: I picked against the quieted some of the criticism. TS: Coach Swinney is 
is fairly 11ew ,to the ACC get a lot of film on him. Away from Jackson, . the Cardinals against Florida definitely teeming with 
and didn't necess~ily get offense is loaded at rumitng State and that burned me. I'll DR: What was the problei,i charisma. He is the perfect 
the respect that it ~eserved TS:' The Cardinals have backs, wide receivers and ride the momentum and go in weeks one an4 twor combination of "old school" 
coming into 1:his season. dominated every game in tight ends. Defensively, The Louisville- 42, Clemson- 20. and "new school," and that 
Therefore, do you feel like which they have played so Cardinals have at least five Offensively, Clemson TS: The running game was seems to resonate with his 
defeating Cle1}lson on the far, but is there iiny specific NFL draft picks. The 2006- struggled against both slow to take shape at the start players and fans . 
road would estab~sh the facet of the team that has 2007 team was rated No. 3 in Auburn and Troy and U of of the season. Also, I cannot 
Cardinals as a true ootball rodm for improvementi' the country before dropcing L has the best of the three. help but feel that the high DR: J)o yi>u think the.re's 
power of the ACC? the game against Rutgers I think Louisville's defense level of expectations and the llil -0ffense in the nation 
DR: The team has had little and were likely to play in the will continue their high immense hype surrounding rhat bas more expfosive 
'Dalton Ray (DR): I don't things that have popped nation championship if they play. Multiple players on the this team throughout the capabmty or pJay makers 
think Louisville deserved up in the first three games. won-out. defense shine under the big offseason contributed to the than the Tigers? 
respect going into the Th~ Charlotte game was a lights and with GameDay slow start. These are college 
season, everything was built glorified spring game, but the potentially coming, the stage athletes, after all, and coming TS: Clemson, in my opinion, 
on potential. Louisville line let up early pressure early TS: Clemson's offense is will be set. Right now, I think into the season, the Tigers boasts the most offensive 
dominated middle and lower on when the 49ets brought laden with veteran talent. Jackson is the only person were as hyped as they have · talent of any team in the 
tier teams but didn't beat multiple linebackers. Against What can the Cardinals that can stop Jackson. Even ever been. That assuredly country. With a plethora 
the top dogs in FSU and Syracuse, Louisville had do defensively to keep that if he has a bad game, the brought a lot of pressure with of veteran playmakers with 
Clemson. Personally, I believe a lot of dropped balls, an talent in check and garner offense has enough firepower it. bright NFL futures on 
to be a true conference­ alarmingly large amount. a pivotal road victory over to go through a bad outing. the roster, · the Tigers are 
power, the team needs Also, Todd Grantham's the Tigers? If Louisville's defense shows DR: Is there any fear that loaded. With a stable of 
multiple years of success to defenses are known to up, I think the Cardinals Louisville win the ACC this stellar wideouts at Deshaun 
be registered in that realm. If struggle against fast-pace and DR: Louisville's defense has have a great chance. year over the favoEites h1, Watson's disposal (and, not 
U of L walks away with the no huddle offenses, such as been extremely impressive Clemson has a shot to show Clems1>n? to mention, the Wayne Train 
win, it'll be a giant step for Houston and Syracuse. In the through three weeks, they the country they're still one in the backfield), Clemson's 
the program. FSl!J game, Jackson missed just have to keep it up. of the nation's best and won't TS: There is no fear, simply offense is something special. 
on early, easy passes. There They're among the nation's go down without a fight. It because it is a definite 
TS: Lamar Jackson has are ' little things right now but leaders in sacks, yards per has game of the year potential reality that the Cardinals Oil: What's yolJ,t score 
gotten off to one of the best glaring. carry and and third down for sure. could win the conference prediction and why? 
starts of any quarterback percentage. Top-notch talent championship. Louisville is 
in !tistory this season. He TS: Bobby Petrino has at all three levels is huge for incredible on both sides of TS: This could very well be the 
still has at least one more pr<1d11ced some great the Cardinals. Continuing the ball, so Tiger Nation has best game on the ACC slate 
sysof at Louisville, so do co~ching jobs over the short yardage and negative DR: Clemson basn 't bad the come to accept that, with this season. Expect offensive 
~u j:hink that h~ f:Ould years, but if Louisville wins plays on the first two down iµ,ost electric start to lQ 16, Louisville, Florida State and fireworks and a quarterback 
establish him~elf as one the ACC and earns a spot is critical. They've only are there any concerns North Carolina all serving as duel for the ages between 
college football 's all-time in the College Football allowed 12 conversions on 49 s1Jrroun«Jj.ng fans? serious threats, it is going to Deshaun Watson and Lamar 
greats before he takes his Playoff, do you think that attempts. be a challenge to claim the Jackson. Clemson's talented 
talents to the NFL? will be his best coaching TS: There was a little concern ACC title . defensive line could pose 
job yet? TS: The Louisville after the Troy game, in some problems for Jackson, 
DR: We'll have to see if his Cardinals will battle the which Clemson only scored but I predict that he will still 
success is a flash in the pan DR: Yes and no. Yes because Clemson Tigers in Death 13 points through the first DR: What ahoqt Dabo have a solid game. In the 
or is the real deal. This is it's hard to argue with the Valley on Saturday, October three quarters. However, last Swinney makes him such end, propelled by the rowdy 
Jackson's first year in the results of finishing within 1 at 8:00 PM. What is your week, the elite offense that a fan favorite and players Death Valley crowd, I foresee 
spotlight and he's only had the top four teams in the score prediction, and why? this year's team was. expected coach1 the Tigers coming away with 
four games. We'll have to see nation. No, because this to feature showed up and a 34-31 victory. 
the one for which Ford is 
best remembered. That 
was the year Clemson went 
12-0 and was declared the 
national champion after 
defeating the Nebraska 
Cornhuskers in the Orange 
Bowl. It was the first 
time Clemson had won a 
national championship 
and, so far, the last. During 
that season, the Tigers beat 
top-10 ranked Georgia 
( the defending national 
champion) and North 
Carolina. 
The 1981 game against 
Georgia was one of the 
craziest contests of Ford's 
career. Herschel Walker was 
Georgia's, running back whom 
C\em~on had also tried to 
recruj t, out of high school and 
W'i\5 the number one running 
back in the nation. 
Clemson would win the 
game 13-3 on the strength of 
its defense, which forced nine 
turnovers (five interceptions 
and four fumbles), a school 
record. The nine turnovers 
were forced by nine different 
players. Ford had built a 
defense that could make plays 
all over the field. In their 
next game, the Tigers would 
force another seven turnovers 
making the two-game total 
16, another school record. 
Ford remained the head 
coach of tqe Tigers until after 
the 1989 season when he had 
a falling out with the Clemson 
athletic administration. He 
had a brief stint as head coach 
for the Arkansas Razorbacks, 
but ended up retiring from 
football in 1994. He now 
lives on a farm about eight 
miles from the Clemson 
campus, and still attends 
home games and tailgates 
every Saturday. When asked 
about whether he enjoyed 
his life on the farm he said, 
"I told my wife, I said well, I 
think I'm going to be buried 
right there. I'm going to put 
a wishing well on top of the 
cover and I'll be buried on 
the farm. That's how much I 
like it out here." Danny Ford (middle), former Clemson football coach, talks strategy with players during practice. 
CLEMSON VS. LOUISVILLE BY THE NUMBERS 
Passing: 
Deshaun Watson: GO Completion percentage// 6.64 yards 
per attempt/ I 9 touchdowns// 4 tnterceptions 
Lamar Jackson: 68.7 Completion percentage// 10,56 yards 
per attempt// 13 touchdowns// 3 interception$ 
Reoeiving: 
Clemson: 
Mlkt Williams: 21 receptjone// 306 yards// 14.6 average 
yards per reception// 1 touchdown 
Louisville: 
James Quick: 16 receptions// 360 yards// 22.6 average 
Y.ards per reception// 3 touchdown$ 
' . 
Rushing: 
Cfem$OO: 
Wayne Gallman: 63 carries// 266 yards// 4,1 aver~e yard$ 
p,r carry// 3 touchdowns 
Louisville: 
Lamar Jackson: 61 cerrl~s// 526 yard'$// 8.6 average yards 
per carry// 12 touchdown$ 
Cle1nson Volleyball Showing 
Pro1nise Under New Head Coach 
C1>leLltttle 
Senior StaffWriter 
2015 was a tough year for the 
Clemson Tigers volleyball 
team. Going 6-26 overall 
and 1-19 in conference play, 
the Tigers were last in the 
ACC and clearly trying to 
find themselves on the court. 
With a young team 
and a first-year head coach 
in Hugh Hernesman, it 
is understandable the 
Tigers were undergoing a 
rebuilding phase of sorts 
this past season. Last month, 
Clemson athletic director 
Dan Radakovich told the 
media that the volleyball 
team "is continuing to 
build," and, while he was 
right in saying so, the team 
is moving along a lot faster 
than many anticipated. 
With only two seniors, 
outside hitters Sydney 
Moseley and Leah Perri, the 
team is still very young but 
has shown plenty of promise 
through the early portion of 
this season. 
Thus far, the Tigers 
have participated in four 
tournaments: the Big 
Orange Bash in Clemson, 
the Carolina Classic in 
Columbia, the Clemson 
Classic in Clemson and the 
Penn State Tournament in 
State College. Going 5-7 
during that stretch, the 
Tigers have already proved 
that they have undergone 
major improvements since 
the end of last season. 
Leading the charge 
with · 193 kills, Perri is a 
valiant leader for the Tigers 
and is teaming up with 
fellow outside hitter Kailey 
Harvell, a sophomore, 
to form a formidable 
combination at the net for 
Clemson. Boasting plenty 
of burgeoning talent, the 
future is bright for Clemson 
volleyball. 
As for Perri, the star 
senior is a reigning National 
Strength and Conditioning 
Association (NSCA) . All­
American and a stellar 
talent. Named to three of 
the All-Tournament teams in 
tournaments that the Tigers 
have participated in thus far 
this season, Perri is already 
off to an amazing start to 
her senior year. Moseley is 
a versatile talent herself. She 
recently served as a libero for 
the Tigers and collected digs 
left and right, an impressive 
feat for someone ofMoseley's 
6'0" height. 
With conference play 
beginning this past Friday, 
the crux of the volleyball 
season is here, and Clemson 
will be looking to rum heads 
in conference play. The ACC 
is one of the nation's premier 
volleyball conferences, so the 
Tigers definitely have their 
work cut out for them. 
With two road games to 
begin the conference slate (at 
Virginia Tech on the 23rd 
and at Pittsburgh on the 
25th), the Tigers are facing 
adversity from the get-go, but 
they seem primed to improve 
as the season goes along, and 
they could very well send 
shockwaves through the 
college volleyball landscape 
by the end of the regular 
season. Stay tuned. 
I 
I 
I 
ColinHalm 
Arst. Sports Editor 
Daniel Lee Ford was 
born on April 2, 1948 in 
Gadsden, Alabama. Just 
30 years later, he would 
become the head coach of 
the Clemson Tigers football 
team and become one of the 
program's most winningest 
(which is a word) coaches 
in history. 
Ford went to the University 
of Alabama for his bachelor's 
and master's degrees and 
played football for the 
Crimson Tide from 1967 -
69. He came to Clemson 
as a coaching assistant after 
having also coached at 
Alabama and Virginia Tech. 
After the 1978 season, 
Charlie Pell left to coach 
the Florida Gators and Ford 
was named his successor. In 
his first year as head coach, 
Ford led the Tigers to a 
winning season at 8-4, but it 
culminated in a 24-18 loss in 
the Peach Bowl to Baylor. 
The 1981 season is 
9 
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Former Tiger to show her skills atJema e veterans competzlzon 
Saavon Smalls/ /TimeOut Editor 
Ms. Veteran America's convinced Scales to apply for in 2004, after graduating practicing, she found herself Since becoming a final some way or another. 
slogan is "The Woman the competition. from Clemson, I became on a team where "I discovered 25 contestant, Charlynda 'Tm humbled and 
behind the Uniform," and Held in Washington, the first female and first levels of pain I didn't think says that the cause has given proud to be a Clemson Tiger! 
if you ask former Clemson D.C., the contest consists of commissioned officer in my existed. Similarly, the rewards her a new feeling of strength Thank you for the years of 
Tiger Charlynda Scales what a push-up competition called family [to serve]." were just as great." when it comes to herself, support and being part of 
that means, she'll be quick to "push-up princess," a test on With over a decade of In Scales' free time, she other contestants and her the village that raised me to 
tell you. each contestant's knowledge service under her belt, Scales likes to volunteer. Two of fellow female veterans. be the woman and veteran I 
"She represents the of military history, a has many accomplishments her biggest involvements are "I constantly checked am today." 
everyday woman veteran who talent competition and that she holds dear to her. with BUILD and the Girl myself on this journey with You can help Charlynda 
is a voice for an estimated an interview. "During my active duty Scouts, where she serves as one question - how far are by donating to Final Salute 
55,000 homeless female When it comes to service as an Acquisitions a mentor. you willing to go for your Inc. here: crowdrise.com/ 
veterans and her sisters in handling the pressures of the Officer, I had the honor of "BUILD is dedicated sisters? MAJ Boothe made charlyndas4mva2016, By 
her arms, past and present," public speaking, Scales never being program manager of to proving the power an oath to 'Never leave a donating $25, Scales has 
Scales said. shows fear. several platforms to include of experiential learning fallen comrade behind.' I said that you can "house a 
Don't mistake Ms. "I'm a big believer that nuclear weapons security through entrepreneurship, stand with her on that feeling homeless female veteran and 
Veteran America for faith and fear cannot coexist. programs, fighter aircraft and igniting the potential and determination." her children for a night." 
a pageant. ... I choose to believe stress and small arms. Notably, of youth in under-resourced And while the grand prize Scales can also be follo~ed on 
"Miss Veteran America is a great way of pushing you I was one of four Air communities.... Our overall may be $15,000 towards Twitter (@charlys4mva2016) 
is not a pageant. The Ms. out of your comfort zone Force Program Managers goal is graduation for the education, Scales does not or Facebook (/ 
Veteran America competition and unlocking parts of your called to respond to the student as well as a path to see money as the biggest charlyndas4mva2016). 
, highlights more than the abilities you didn't previously 2008 California wildfires," higher education," Scales accomplishment in her The Ms. Veteran 
strength, resilience, sacrifice know existed." Scales said. said in response to her work journey through the American finale will be 
and courage of our nation's Of course, in order The former Tiger also with BUILD. competition. Nor will she Sunday, Oct. 9 at 7 P.M, at 
military woman," said Scales, to be a participant in remembers her Clemson days With Girl Scouts, Scales be marred by not receiving the Shakespeare Theatre in 
"It also reminds America the Ms. Veteran America greatly, after she was drawn in said, "In any community I first prize. Washington, D.C. Military 
that these women are also competition, one must by "something in the hills." live in, I look for local troops "I will continue to dress or black tie formal is 
mothers, daughters, wives have been or continue to "Clemson University to volunteer my time and give more than I receive. I required. Tickets will be 
and sisters." be engaged in the military. was a clear choice for me.... experiences, and encourage am dedicated to remaining available from $25-$500 at 
Founded by MAJ Jas This experience has so far The camaraderie and sense high school girls to keep humble yet fearless and MVA2016.eventbrite.com. 
Boothe, Ms. Veteran America been 12 years that Charlynda of family that one has while going in the program." focused. My support to Final The hosts will be "Tyler 
was created alongside Final continues to look on fondly, living in TigerTown is hard Scales also is a big Salute will not waiver." Perry's House of Payne" 
Salute Inc., Boothe's non­ citing her grandfather as an to beat." fan of "American Ninja Ultimately, Scales wants actor Lamman Rucker and 
profit that fights against inspiration. Scales was also on the Warrior," and Jessie Graff, to send love to those who glamputee and former Ms. 
veteran homelessness in "Military service is rowing team, where after the stuntwoman for have had her back and have Veteran America contestant 
women. It was this story that part of my family legacy spending I I-weeks of intense CBS's "Supergirl." shared in her experience in Marissa Strock. 
0NTHEPROWE •• 
TEACHING NEW :PRICKS ·to AN '·OLD' COUPLE 
I've been dating the a week, then wall:e ·iap fu!' This was infuriating, you're doing something 
same guy for over two school like zombies. What so I otlkd hls name to get right when he forgot to 
years now. had happened? l:rirn to log,lc. at me. He save the point he was at in 
As college students, Recentl» he was over 
our 
ed, "Yeah?" again his game. 
things tend to get hectic at my apartmenr one rtight lboking from Crazy sex doesn't fix 
with conflicting schedules, drowning in video gamest~ ~ 1V Bissed, I finally everyone's problems. In 
differing interests decompress from the past plopped down on the fact, it hardly solved any of 
and hobbies, or other week's assignments, rouch next to him with our day-to-day issues with 
disruptions in our lives. It Things didn't hop my lefr foot on his crotch, school, work or family. 
becomes stressful when my off to a great start. He was toes tickling his "man-spot" It was a moment for us 
partner and I start to feel dealing with family issues through his denim jeans. to escape the world, to 
disconnected, So I decided that he'd been dragged Finding a response, I finally reconnect and remember 
to do something about it. into, He'd also pulled an all­ got what I wanted. how much we adored each 
I began to brainstorm nighter the night before for He carried me, other. Ultimately, this was 
ideas with my close friends a project due that morning, stumbling into the my end goal and I feel a 
on how to re-connect with My mentaliry wasn't in any bedroom as we kissed, lot closer to my partner 
the person I was once better shape from my jobs When he dropped me on than I ever have. If you 
inseparable from. They all and schoolwork. the bed, I sat up to strip feel a primitive hunger to 
brought up one thing - Regardless, I was still him down. reestablish the bedroom 
the appealing concept of determined to make things I don't want to get habits with your partner, 
breathtaking, animalistic great. To spice things up, I too into the nitty-gritty, but don't be afraid to try new 
SEX. walked into my bedroom in short, hours ofour night things again. Similarly, 
I had to admit, the and stripped off my clothes, were filled with action­ be open to conquer new 
idea took me back to better putting on a set of cheap, packed, unspeakable deeds. quests together. 
days. Our adventures in black and lacey lingerie. We did things neither Now, take my advice 
bed around 2 A.M. used to I danced into the living of us had tried before and and go slay that ntagon, 
be the most exciting parts room, only to find his eyes some we might never baby! 
of our day. We'd go at it still glued to the television. do again, but it was an ,.Z{J(~ 
like wild rabbits five days Damn, I never dance. amazing night. You know 
14,t~ 
;,, 
~-
Ff1'Chr. 
Photos courtesy of PIXABAY 
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How to get bae this cuffing season 
Eight songs thatyou'll be using to find yourselfa beau through the cooler months 
Joseph Messier, Contributor 
Cuffing season has begun. It may not be cold yet, but it definitely is fall. That's what my calendar 
says, anyway. I have already had my senses assaulted by pumpkins at least twice. So, even though the 
average temperature outside is still above 80 degrees, here are a few songs that will hopefully entice 
that special someone to snuggle down with you under a blanket on the couch. 
"Satellite" by Guster but this song lives on. Lovato Republic 
Soothing and calm, yet also Cameo gives us over four Fall Out Boy deli~ers "Secrets" isn't 
strangely upbeat, "Satellite" minutes of funk to groove a powerful and energetic necessarily a love song, but 
uses astronomical terms to to while simultaneously song about how alluring it is a sort of love letter. The 
describe the relationship inviting a lover to give all the subject is. Despite even beautiful cello rhar starts off 
between the singer and his the love they've got. It's no being hurt by the point the song pulls in the listener 
partner. He endearingly "Five Minutes of Funk", but of attention, the singer as the singer laments how 
refers to them as wondrous hey, how often do you get a can't stay away. The words he has many painful secrets, 
and always near him, yet just funky love song? used make the attraction but is thankful that he has 
out of reach. seem almost primal and someone he can trust them 
"Crazy Thing Called animalistic. It's a great song with. 
"My Type" by Saint Love" by Queen for describing unexplainable 
Motel Ah, good ol' Queen. fascination with someone. "Sharp Dressed Man" 
You almost can't help Freddie Mercury treats us byZZTop 
but want to move to "My to a short song about how "Out ofMy League" by This is it men. This is 
Type". The brassy-sounding he feels when head over Fitz and the Tantrums the one song that will tell 
song with plenty of cowbell heels for that special girl. Nor everyone always you how you can get a lady 
is about a man starting off His signature suave voice gets their dream guy or without fail. According to 
by saying that he only likes makes the song just that girl, but this guy did. No ZZ Top, no woman can resist 
certain women, but how the much smoother. The song matter how much time he a man who looks sharp. Even 
listener is exactly what he is feels slightly reminiscent of spends with his girl, he still without the song, there is no 
looking for. the finger-snapping coolness can't believe that it's not a lie here. No one ever looks 
of the Jets from "West Side dream. This is a great song bad in a nice suit. 
"Attack Me With Your Story." for flattering whoever you're 
Love" by Cameo playing it for. 
The height of popularity "Irresistible" by Fall 
of disco music is long over, Out Boy and Demi "Secrets" by One 
~ ja 111inu11Rfiantk•Cla!Mafl -.ua 
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M: Mom's basement, A: Apartment, S: Shoeboxes, H: House 
With Fall here, it's time to find the bae who will keep you warm at night, and will take cute insta photos with 
;" you and caption them things like "Even leaves fall for you.'' (I'll give you tharone!) So·wha:rbetterway to' find 
,,_"l .,,the bae ofthe.season than.to kick it back to the old school days ofMASH..Let us.telLyou youtfutureand .tweet 
us and tell us if you got the best or the worse one? Use the box below to draw your spiral and then you know1 
; what to do from there! (But if you don't, here's a link to type in for the rules: http://mashplus.com/how-to-play-
1 -·f .. ·----~ 
Who .will your bae be: 
• Hot foreign soccer player 
• Musician from the band 
• A friend'.s sibling 
Where you'11 meet your 
--.· -·. _. bae: _ _ 
I • In line at Starbucks ordering-···1-·'" .· -- ,_. aPSL ~-
• Pumpkin patch 
• The fair 
Where you'11 live: 
• Charleston, SC 
--- • France 
- • North Dakota 
~--~· .m~sh/) 
Celeb BFF: 
• Beyonce 
• Kim Kardashian 
Shonda show you'11 binge 
.. .. ..." .~... l'Grey's Ana_tomy".. ·- _ _ 
• "How to Get Away With Murder" 
• "Scandal" 
Which game will you meet Dabo 
and Deshaun: 
• _, FSU .­
Which you'11 honeymoon • S. Car 
· • Europe 
• The Bahamas 
• New Orleans 
Cour!lesy of Piotr Siedlec:kl 'Jla Public:ComainPic:tul'eB net 
''FALL INTO CLEMSON'' 
SEPT. 26 - OCT. 1 
Y'all know Fall is in the air when Pumpkin Spice lattes are in every girls' hands on 
Library Bridge and you're starting to think of DIY costumes for Halloween bashes. 
Fall is when pumpkin flavored anything is everywhere and weekends are spent in 
Death Valley or at Sky Top Orchard apple pickin'. And because fall begins in a few 
days, see if you can fall into the season with these 20 fall inspired words. Happy _ 
~ Fall, y'all from your favorites at the Tiger! 
i . 
G N I T N u· H Q w Q K .M s w E A ·r E R s FALL-BREAK 
yG .A H A R I D E s J Q, R s G N Q 'T R V FLANNELS 
Q G J F C ·u D D L I N G C L N y N N Q B BONFIRES 
D 0 B B D Q L y N G D G K E I R L E :P .K HALLOWEEN. w T D V A u J T T T R R. y N V s s E N A FOOTBALL 
G N I V I G s K N A H T w N R B y w J :E SMORES 
p u u p, yL B H s K B C w A A. R D 0 F R APPLEPICKIN 
F B T N C 0 R .D G X B T N L C I R. L A B IBAVESCIL.\NOING 
D w A R 0 B D u C K u I T F N F E L V L BEANBOOTS 
S.WEATERSD X J V X C y z N 0 K D T X I N H A 0 L 
y pG F H E V G N C K N s M K. 0 T H R A HUNTIN"G 
Q B M 0 X s u G I R s N B s p B A T I F PUMPKINCARVING 
w R M I 0 V C p A T O· M V T M E E I{ T z CUDDLING 
F V B T J T E H 0 ·u B I R N u s w R B B, COOLBRWEAmER 
p pB M 0 B N L B 0 A T V A A M R E .s X THANKSGIVlNG 
Q p B B .P p B A V N y u H D iN 0 E I E Q FAVORITBSEASON 
p pD s H :K N w u L H G w M L R L R A K AUTUMN 
J p A C A T C H s L H I K N H E O· 0 s V HARVEST 
I u F F B B F Q B E T R X N s 'K s 0 V 0 ·O HAYRIDES 
M D B D M w L Q B L z L X G p s C H' N ·C 
·' 
I 
I 
Word search composed by Myra Hutto, Asst. Timeout Editor; http://tools.atozteacherstuff.com/word-search-maker/wordsearch.php 
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HOROSCOPES: CLEMSON FB EDITIONPasatie111.pos 
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Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. 17me0ut Editor 
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while The ligers kick butt on 
CAMPUS CATWALK: GAME DAV EDITION 
INFO COMPILED BY: 
MYRA HUTTO//ASST. TIMEOUT EDITOR 
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AQUARWSCROSSWORD 2 ◄ s e 7 a s1 3 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19Across 
1 - Farrow and Hamm; 
5 - Keep an_ the ground; 
10 - "__ the night before 
Christmas ..."; Feb. 20 - March 20 
14 - Swenson of "Benson"; 
15 - Autocratic Russian rulers; 
16 - Actress Sofer; ARIES 
17 -Meager; 
March 21 -April 20
18 - Foomote abbr.; 
19 - Swear words; 
20 - Sixth planet; 
~TAURUS22 - Spinal anesthesia; 
24 - Cognizant; April 21 - May 20 
25 - Mountain nymphs; 
26-Tel_; 
28 - Big name in insurance; 
32 - Start ofsomething small?; 
May 21 -June 21 
35 - Block; 
37 - Scenic route path; 
38 - Devoured; $~ CANCER39 - Tickle pink; 
41 - Largest book of the Of; 
•• 'l,,,~, June 22 - July 22 
~-••\•',, ,..,~.. 
42 - Gambling state; 
45 - "Michael Collins" actor; 
46- Scorch; 44 - Speaker's spot; 13 - Political satirist Mort; 
47 - Last letter of the Greek alphabet; ..,~LEOJuly 23 - Aug. 2346 - Steinbeck's birthplace; (21 - Gun, as an engine;
48 Razor name; 49 -TKO caller;23 - June 6, 1944; 
50 - One or the other; Down 51 - That group; 25 - Eggshaped; 
@i 
VIRGO
54 - "Dallas" matriarch; 1 - Beethoven's "_Solemnis"; 52 - Sharpens;27 - Notion; Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 58 - Hocking site; 2 -Acquired relative; 5 3 - Fencing swords; 29 - Drink to excess;
61 - Out there; 3 - Heartburn; 5 5 - Sierra _;30 - Rocket launcher; 
62 - Cattle group; 4 - Warrior offeudal Japan; 56 - Less healthy;31 - Jewish month; 
63 - Actor Ryan; 5 - Collar type; 57 - Prepares for publication or 32 - Look_ hands!; ~UBll65 - _ me tangere; 6 - Egyptian cobra; release; Sept. 23 - Oct. 2333 - Tabloid tidbit; 
66 - Met solo; 7 - One on track?; 58 - Excellent, slangily; 34 - Campbell of"Party ofFive";
67 - Later, dude!; . 8 - Nonsense; 59 - Prefix with dynamic; 36 - Blemish;
68 - Work without_; 9 - Port ofold Rome; 60 - Court order; 37 - Fluff egg whites; Iii " SCORPIO'~ 69 - Small children; 10 - Legging; ~~$~~61 -Exclamation to express40-Shred; Oct. 24 - Nov. 2170 - Curved letters; 11-Don; !\sorrow;43 - To-do lists; ·--
71 - Sun. speeches; 12 - Architectural pier; 64 - Answer to a sea captain; 
SACITl"ARWS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
~ 
~ 
~ CAPBICOBM..~ ~ ;,\,,- Dec. 22-Jan. 19
.Jc ~ 
~ ~ 
Be as excited about life as I am for
► this season of Clemson football. 
Remember these words the next► 
game: 1-2-3-4 
Say those magical words every girl 
wants to hear: It's time for college► 
football. We promise she'll be all 
over you. 
Ifyou're ever told, "I love you more► 
than college football Saturdays," 
they're lying. Walk away NOW. 
Do you want to hangout with a 
potential bae during college football► season? Plan around their team's 
schedule accordingly. 
Learn that the phrase "'Tis the 
► season to be jolly" can be applied to 
football season as well. 
There are four seasons: winter,
► spring, summer, and Clemson 
football. Dress appropriately. 
When someone says "I hate 
Clemson," respond with "All I
► hear is 'I wish we were as good as 
Clemson.'" Educate the uneducated. 
Keep your eyes open in class. I didn't 
know the Wayne-train was in my► 
Spanish class. Lo siento, Wayne. 
If someone responds to you 
while Clemson is playing, you're► 
important to them. Don't let 'em go. 
It doesn't take a genius to know 
Dabo controls college football.
► Beware of the disbelievers. 
Fight like hell, damnit and win at 
everything you do.► 
I 
I 
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JOIN us· FOR OUR 
CLE SON OFFICE 
GRAND OPENING! 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2016 I 4:00 - 7:00 IN THE EVENING 
680 OLD GREENVILLE HIGHWAY, SUITE 300 I CLEMSON 
NEXT TO WALMART NEIGHBORHOOD MARKET 
ATTEND .OUR GRAND OPENING AND REGISTER TO WIN 
ONE OF TWO KYMCO MOPEDS OR A SET OF CLEMSON CORNHOLE BOARDS!* 
RSVP TO CLEMSONEVENTS@FOUNDERSFCU.COM BY MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 
. , IRELAX ... WE RE ALL IN. 
~ 
® 
FbUNDERS 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
FOUNDERSFCU.COM • 1-800-845-1614 
FEDERALLY INSURED BY NCUA . . 
NOT A MEMBER? VISIT RELAXJOINFOUNDERS.COM TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY FOR MEMBERSHIP. 
"Must register at the staled location on stoled dote and times, winner respon$/ble for all loxes, other government req1.1/red fees, must be 18 or older, mvst 
sign pl1ze release/waiver or, If st/111/ving with porent/r;,uordlon and not 2l, must hove parent/guardian sign. FFCLJ employee$ and their imn;it;d/ote fqm/ty 
members are not eligible. , 
PITCII YOUR IDEA ·FOR TIIE CIIANCE TO WIN 
EPTE 
' 
BER 
Think you have what it takes to step into the ring? 
Applications due September 26th 
www.tigerangelnetwork.com/smackdown 
WATT FAMILYCLEMSON' INNOVATION TIGE EL
ARTHUR M. SPIRO INSTITUTE FOR CENTER 
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP CLEMSON UN IVERSITY NETWORK 
I 
I 
I 
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